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Recent developments in computer networks have driven the cost of distributing
information virtually to zero, creating extraordinary opportunities for sharing
product evaluations. We present pricing and subsidy mechanisms that operate
through a computerized market and induce the efficient provision of evaluations.
The mechanisms overcome three major challenges: first, evaluations, which are
public goods, are likely to be underprovided; second, an inefficient ordering of
evaluators may arise; third, the optimal quantity of evaluations depends on what is
learned from the initial evaluations.(JEL D70, D83, H41, L15)

Subjective evaluations by others are a valu-
able tool for consumers who are choosing which
products to buy or how to spend their time. For
example, we read magazines devoted to product
evaluation before purchasing cars and appli-
ances. We ask our friends and read reviews by
professional critics when selecting movies and
restaurants. Professional colleagues recommend
articles. Product evaluations are provided by
friends, other consumers, brokers, and fre-
quently even product suppliers.

Yet the use of evaluations is severely limited
by today’s production, collection, and distribu-
tion systems. The production of evaluations is
costly, requiring money or time for people to

purchase and try a product and then to commu-
nicate their reactions to it. The collection of
evaluations and their distribution to others is
also costly. It is even costly for individuals to
process evaluations, especially contradictory
evaluations. These transaction costs reduce the
use of evaluations, although they are still used
frequently when they are entertaining (as with
movie reviews) or may influence an expensive
purchase (as with assessments of cars).

Computers, which reduce the costs of collect-
ing and distributing information, create new op-
portunities for evaluation sharing. A reader can
enter a numeric evaluation of a product with a
single keystroke. That information can be
swiftly and cheaply transferred to other com-
puters. Those computers, acting as agents, can
process the information for their owners and, if
advice is requested, recommend purchase.
Computer-based evaluation services have the
significant advantage that they can tailor recom-
mendations to each individual’s tastes. For ex-
ample, Internet services keep track of which
books, movies, audio CDs, or bulletin board
messages each subscriber likes and dislikes
(Paul Resnick and Hal R. Varian, 1997). The
services perform statistical analysis to match
users whose preferences correlate with one an-
other, and then make personalized recommen-
dations, with evaluations by those with similar
tastes weighted more heavily.1 Eventually, we
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1 Users of these services have suggested that matching
people whose evaluations correlate strongly could be an
effective way to run a dating service (Will Hill et al., 1995).
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expect to see evaluation services for many prod-
ucts, such as restaurants, and journal articles,
and even for service providers, such as doctors,
lawyers, and landscapers. As the number of
small vendors on the information superhighway
grows, it will probably be beneficial to distrib-
ute evaluations of vendors, in an expanded form
of services already provided by Better Business
Bureaus.

Even if computers and networks can make
the costs of entering and distributing evalua-
tions trivial, there is still the cost of purchasing
a product and evaluating it. These costs may
outweigh the consumer’s expected benefit from
consuming it. Even where product price is a
trivial consideration, evaluation costs are still
lost when the product is disliked. It is some-
times socially efficient, however, for an individ-
ual to try a product despite its negative expected
payoff, so that others can benefit from her eval-
uation.2 To achieve social efficiency without
coercion, therefore, the expected or actual gains
from an efficient sequence of evaluations must
be redistributed; that is, those who choose later
whether or not to buy the product must com-
pensate those who evaluate it earlier.

This paper proposes a market with cash pay-
ments to coordinate production schedules and
cost allocation. Our analysis deals with people
who are already in a particular goods market;
e.g., they wish to hire a lawyer. For some prod-
ucts, say bulletin board messages or profes-
sional journal articles, many individuals will be
perpetually in the market. The decision to enter
the market is beyond this analysis. Reliance on
pricing to coordination production runs counter
to the Internet ethos, which discourages mone-
tary payments for information or services. Yet
barter and free provision often lead to woefully
inefficient outcomes. We suspect that monetary
payment for material provided over the Internet
will increase dramatically, in part because
methods will be worked out to secure payments
and maintain their confidentiality (Jeffrey K.
Mackie-Mason and Varian, 1994).

Section I lays out the theoretical back-
ground for this paper, identifying the special

properties of evaluations and the markets that
would coordinate their production, distribu-
tion, and consumption. Section II sets out a
formal game model in which each evaluation
provides additional information about the
likelihood that future consumers will like the
product. Section III considers allocation
mechanisms. It begins with two-person exam-
ples that illustrate the need for pricing and the
difficulties with simplistic pricing schemes. It
then presents pricing schemes that secure the
socially optimal order and quantity of evalu-
ations. Beyond efficiency, we look for
schemes that balance the budget, charge the
same price to all individuals taking the same
action, and secure voluntary player participa-
tion. It proves possible to guarantee any two
of these properties, but not all three simulta-
neously. In our base model, individuals differ
in their benefits and costs from products they
like or dislike, but are identical in tastes and
their ability to make informative evaluations.
Our results extend readily to an expanded
model with several classes of individuals, dif-
ferentiated by tastes and evaluation skills.

I. Theoretical Background

Evaluations are unusual commodities; they can
not be efficiently produced in a standard market.
They possess three distinctive properties:

Evaluations May Be Treated as Public Goods.—
Evaluations are nonrival if the commodity be-
ing evaluated has elastic supply, and each
person can benefit from an evaluation without
reducing its value to anyone else. For example,
the benefits of reading a book or buying an
appliance are rarely affected by the number of
other readers or buyers.3 The voluntary provi-
sion of public goods leads to a suboptimal sup-
ply, since no individual takes account of the
benefits that her provision gives to others. If

2 We refer to a generic player as female. When two
players are involved, we refer to the second as male. Com-
puterized agents and brokers are neuter.

3 Some evaluations, such as those of stocks, whose
prices may respond to demand, or restaurants, which could
become crowded, are not public goods. Varian (personal
communication) has pointed out that with information
goods, unlike true public goods, there can be a credible
threat of exclusion. We rely on this threat in some of our
pricing schemes: players may be forced to pay if they wish
to access others’ evaluations.
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information is costly to acquire, as it often is,
too little will be provided.

Current Production and Future Consumption
Are Antagonistic.—There is an opportunity
cost to trying a product now (and producing
an evaluation) rather than waiting for further
evaluations before deciding whether to con-
sume.4 Any mechanism that elicits informa-
tion solely about the direct costs of producing
evaluations will not be efficient because it
does not take into account opportunity costs,
which differ among consumers.

Production Plans Are Contingent.—Each indi-
vidual’s production plan is contingent both
on the outcome of early evaluations and ex-
pectations about others’ production. For ex-
ample, an individual may consume after a
favorable initial evaluation, but wait after an
unfavorable one, expecting that someone else
will consume and further inform him whether
or not he should consume. Thus, the oppor-
tunity cost calculation is complex and re-
quires information about contingent future
actions, not merely current preferences. Ad-
justing the amount of a public good procured
in response to late-breaking information is
analogous to tailoring the size of a posse to
the danger of the desperado, an approach that
is clearly possible with many public goods,
but is extremely rare in practice.

These three properties suggest the need for
complex incentive structures to procure effi-
cient production of evaluations. Computer net-
works facilitate market-based solutions in three
ways. First, a computer program acting as a
centralized broker can perform complex calcu-
lations to resolve bids. A computerized broker
can also keep comprehensive records of past
purchases and satisfactions, and can undertake
data-intensive statistical calculations to estimate
the benefits particular individuals will get from
different products. Second, the mechanical and

verifiable character of automated processes may
make electronic brokers seem more trustworthy
than human arbiters or market makers.5 Third,
computer programs can act as agents on behalf
of people, and thereby facilitate the use of bid-
ding mechanisms that otherwise would be too
cumbersome.

Take an extreme case, electronic bulletin board
messages. The purchase cost is zero, but the eval-
uation costs can be high since people cannot pos-
sibly sift through all the messages that might
interest them. A market for evaluations could co-
ordinate decisions about which people should read
and evaluate particular messages. People would
be unlikely to make explicit cost-benefit analyses
when deciding whether to read a message, but
software programs acting on their behalf could
easily do so.6 Human effort would only be re-
quired to evaluate the messages; the market would
be fully automated.

For items where the purchase price is signif-
icant, as with automobiles, we would expect
less than full automation of the market. The
computer agents would merely recommend pur-
chases to their consumer owners, who would
then determine whether to buy. If they did buy,
they would then evaluate and inform others.

II. The Evaluation Acquisition Game

Each player in a group faces a single deci-
sion, whether to consume a product.7 We as-
sume that someone who consumes a product
incurs no additional cost to tell everyone else
her evaluation; i.e., evaluations become public
knowledge.8 If one player likes the product, it
raises the next player’s expected payoff and

4 However, if one can consume a product several times
without reducing its value, and one’s own evaluation does
not provide full information about one’s interest in the
product, there will be some value to subsequent evaluations
by others. For example, if the product to evaluate is a
vacation in Paris, an evaluator who did not enjoy the city on
her first visit may be influenced to try again if subsequent
evaluators provide rave reviews.

5 In this analysis all decisions are personal. In subsequent
work, we expect to study situations where individuals pro-
vide evaluations for a collective decision, say whether an
organization should pursue an initiative. In eliciting evalu-
ations for such decisions, computers may have a valuable
advantage in being able to hide information, revealing it
only when doing so benefits the principal who provides it.

6 As one referee observed: “The problem of bounded
rationality is diminished by the use of cheap silicon to do
most of the processing.”

7 For simplicity, we often refer generically toplayers
without explicitly acknowledging the computerized agents
that make recommendations to, or decisions on behalf of,
the human players.

8 Universal transmission of evaluations is critical to ef-
ficiency; Abhijit Banerjee (1993) shows that when informa-
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makes him more likely to consume it as well.
This is the evaluation acquisition game.

We make five simplifying assumptions
throughout. First, players are risk neutral, so
that they are concerned only with expected pay-
offs. Second, consuming a particular product
provides the same benefit (or cost) any time
during the game. Thus, waiting is a weakly
dominant strategy. Third, if a player is sure to
consume the product eventually, we sometimes
assume a sliver of discounting or altruism to
break ties and have the player consume earlier.
Fourth, players report evaluations honestly.
Fifth, each person can gain value from a product
without preventing the use or diminishing the
benefits of others.

Our base model assumes that all players are
equally informative as evaluators, and that all
recipients get informed equally. There is some
probability, r, that the next consumer will per-
ceive the product to be Good.9 The uncertainty
may result from some combination of random-
ness in the underlying product (occasionally,
the chef at a restaurant has a bad day) and
randomness in the consumer’s perceptions (oc-
casionally, the consumer is in a bad mood and
dislikes a superbly prepared meal). Players may
differ in the intensities of their preferences; that
is, the payoffs from consuming products they
perceive to be “Good” or “Bad.” Following
Bayes’ rule, when someone consumes a product
and reports a positive evaluation the assessed
value of r increases; a negative evaluation re-
duces its value. If consumers do not reliably
report their evaluations, because they some-
times initially misdiagnose their own evaluation
of the product or because of occasional data
entry errors, the updating rule forr is a slightly
more complicated application of Bayes’ rule.

None of our results depend on a specific
source of uncertainty inr or evaluation report-
ing, so long asr and the reliability of reports are
common knowledge. Our results do depend on
the sources of uncertainty being identically dis-

tributed for all consumers, so that an evaluation
from any consumer is equally informative. Al-
lowing for systematic, correlated differences in
tastes, for variable expertise, or for reliability of
reporting requires the more elaborate model dis-
cussed in Section III, subsection E.

To facilitate exposition and intuition, we de-
scribe a special case of the base model in which
uncertainty derives only from the consumer’s
evaluation process. We use this special case in
examples, but rely on the more general formula-
tion for all of our propositions and proofs. In the
special case model, there are two underlying qual-
ity states for the product, “good” and “bad,” with
an initial probabilityp that the product is good.
Each evaluator imperfectly perceives the true state
of the product, and hence provides imperfect in-
formation to future potential consumers. The level
of expertise of evaluators is modeled by two pa-
rameters, the probability that a player perceives a
good product as Good, and the probability that she
perceives a bad product as Bad. We call these
parametersg andb, where:

g 5 pr ~perceive product Goodu

product is good!,

andb 5 pr ~perceive product Badu

product is bad!.

(We assume thatg . 1 2 b.) The players’
evaluations are independent, conditional on the
true state of the product. Note that a probability
p of a good product does not imply that a person
will perceive the product to be Good with that
probability. In fact, a person may perceive a
product to be Good either by correctly classify-
ing a good product, or by misclassifying a bad
product, so thatr 5 pg 1 (1 2 p) (1 2 b).
After an evaluation is received, participants can
use Bayes’ theorem to updatep, and hence
updater. We assume thatg, b, and the current
value of p are common knowledge, implying
that r is as well.

There are two critical parameters for each
potential consumer—the payoffs from consum-
ing a product perceived to be Good and one
perceived to be Bad. A player who consumes a
product incurs a cost; even if the product itself

tion is exchanged haphazardly, individuals can come to
disbelieve honest evaluations.

9 We capitalize “Good” and “Bad” to indicate percep-
tions of players. Of course, players may not perceive prod-
ucts as purely Good or purely Bad, but additional evaluation
outcomes would add complexity to our model without
yielding new insights.
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is inexpensive or free, time is a scarce resource,
and time spent consuming one product takes
away from time to consume others or to do
something else. Callr i the value of consuming
a product that the person perceives to be Good
and si the value of consuming a product the
person perceives to be Bad. Typically, the value
gained from consuming a good product will
outweigh the cost, so thatr i . 0, but for a bad
product,si , 0. We call r i and si a player’s
intensity values. A person who does not con-
sume a product receives a payoff of 0.

The expected payoff from consuming imme-
diately is:

(1) r ir 1 si~1 2 r!.

Absent the opportunity to wait for evalua-
tions from others, a player would consume if
this expected payoff is nonnegative. If other
evaluations are forthcoming, however, there is
an opportunity cost, since a player would be no
worse off, and quite possibly better off, waiting
until someone else’s evaluation yielded a more
informed estimate ofr.

We wish to maximize the sum of expected
utilities, scaled to some common metric, for
all of the potential consumers. The principal
challenge is to arrange for the optimal quan-
tity and sequencing of evaluations. In our
model, the broker calculates the efficient al-
location given the players’ intensity values
(the r i and si values), and then offers pay-
ments that induce players to choose actions
consistent with the efficient allocation.10 In
the pricing schemes we propose, the players
need not know each other’s intensities and the
broker need only know the pool of (r i , si)
values, not those of each individual player.
(The sole exception arises when the broker
must know the players’ identities in order to
price discriminate; see Proposition 5.)

Our assumption of full and honest evalua-
tions is a limitation that merits further attention.
In each of our pricing mechanisms, an evalua-
tor’s expected payment is independent of her
report. As a result, it is a weakly dominant

strategy to report evaluations honestly. We as-
sume that effort is not a choice variable.11

This analysis addresses two contrasting
forms of allocation problem. In the first, the
batch-mode game, there are just two possible
rounds of consuming, and multiple people can
consume in each round. In the second, the one-
at-a-time game, there are multiple rounds, each
with one evaluator. For each game, we show
how to compute the socially optimal allocation.

For products that are consumed regularly,
e.g., movies or bulletin board articles, the batch
mode may prove to be of greater practical im-
port than the one-at-a-time game, since it will
be easier to coordinate the activities of evalua-
tors if they evaluate in batches. For example, the
first round might close 24 hours following the
posting of a bulletin board article, or three days
after the opening of a movie. First-round con-
sumers would have some flexibility on timing
their task. The batch mode lowers coordination
costs, since prices and consuming schedules are
updated periodically—once in the two-round
game—rather than after each evaluation. In the
one-at-a-time game, which might be more ap-
propriate for products such as doctors or auto-
mobiles, all players would have to be regularly
available, and willing to accept the time delays
of sequential evaluation.

A. The Batch-Mode Game

Consider first a two-round batch-mode game,
where first-round consumers provide evalua-
tions that help second-round players make more
informed decisions about whether to consume.
Figure 1 outlines the steps in the game.

The Batch-Mode Social Optimum.—The op-
timal choice of evaluators in round 1 depends
on the difference between the marginal value
of an evaluation and the marginal cost of its

10 For expositional ease, we refer to a single efficient
allocation as “the efficient allocation,” although it is possi-
ble that different allocations could be tied. In this case, the
broker selects one arbitrarily.

11 If evaluation effort were variable, pricing schemes
could induce effort by rewarding players for evaluations
that matched those of others. To do so, however, would
encourage both collusion and a reluctance to state idiosyn-
cratic opinions, producing a breed of “Yes Men” (Canice
Prendergast, 1993). We expect to return to the effort induce-
ment problem in future work. One intriguing possibility for
deterring collusion is that individuals could be rewarded for
matching others, but all would be punished for a degree of
agreement far beyond the statistical norm.
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production. The marginal value of an evalu-
ation is the incremental benefit it provides to
the players who wait until the second round to
decide whether to consume the product. The
marginal cost includes the evaluator’s ex-
pected gain or loss from consuming immedi-
ately, as well as her opportunity cost of not
using the information produced by others’
evaluations.

More formally:
ai 5 player i ’s expected value of consum-

ing in the first round. Thusai 5 r ir 1 si(1 2
r).

bi(n) 5 player i ’s expected payoff of decid-
ing whether to consume, aftern people have
provided evaluations.

xi(n) 5 bi(n) 2 ai is player i ’s expected
advantage of deciding aftern more evalua-
tions rather than consuming now. It represents
the cost for playeri of agreeing to take an-
other participant’s place as thenth evaluator.

Note that all the valuesai, bi(n), andxi(n)
are expected values that can be computed before
anyone consumes the product. Thus, it is also
possible to compute which players should con-
sume immediately and which should wait to
decide in the second round. The efficient allo-

cation maximizes the sum of all players’ ex-
pected payoffs:

(2) O
evaluators

ai 1 O
waiters

bi~n!

5 O
evaluators

ai 1 O
waiters

~xi~n! 1 ai!

5 O
all

ai 1 O
waiters

xi~n!.

The sum of theai ’s is a constant, so maxi-
mizing equation (2) is equivalent to maximizing
the sum of benefits to those who receive the
initial evaluations:

(3) max O
waiters

xi~n!.

There arem players in all. For any fixed
number of evaluationsn, it is optimal to se-
lect the people with them 2 n largestxi(n)
values to wait. That is, we select then least-
cost initial evaluators, where cost includes the
opportunity cost of not waiting for more

FIGURE 1. THE BATCH-MODE GAME
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information. More formally,x( j )(n) is the j th

order statistic ofxi(n). That is, for eachn,
array thexi(n) values in ascending order, and
let x( j )(n) be the j th smallest. The optimal
number of evaluations from equation (3)
reduces to:

(4) max
n

O
j5n11

m

x~j !~n!.

Moving one more person,i, from the waiting
group to the initial consuming group has two
effects. First, it increases the expected value for
those who remain in the waiting group because
they receive an additional evaluation. Second,i
gives up the expected value of waiting until the
second round. The difference between these val-
ues is the difference between the marginal value
and marginal cost ofi’s evaluation.

Equation (4) maximizes the net benefits of eval-
uations but it does not necessarily minimize the
immediate costs of their production. One implica-
tion of equation (4) is that it may be socially
beneficial for some players who expect to lose
personal value if they consume in the first round to
do so. The initial evaluators may discover that the

product is surprisingly valuable, a discovery that
benefits the remaining players. Another implica-
tion is that while it might seem natural to pick
players with the lowest direct costs as first-round
evaluators, such a scheme neglects opportunity
costs. Even if a player has a high initial expected
value from consuming the product, she may ben-
efit greatly from waiting for more information; it
could be socially optimal for someone else to
consume first—perhaps even someone with a neg-
ative expected value.

B. The One-at-a-Time Game

In the one-at-a-time game, evaluations are com-
municated quickly to all players, over many
rounds. In each round, one person evaluates, while
others wait to consume the new information. Fig-
ure 2 summarizes this process. Choosing the num-
ber and order of evaluators presents two
complexities not found in a conventional sequen-
tial sampling problem with varying costs per
draw. First, there is no coercive social planner;
instead, the pricing scheme must induce the social
outcome from the confluence of individual opti-
mizing decisions. Second, the cost of an evalua-
tion is the sum of the direct costs of production

FIGURE 2. THE ONE-AT-A-TIME GAME
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(i.e., the product price plus the evaluation cost
minus the expected value) and an opportunity cost
(i.e., the forgone benefit of receiving evaluations
from others which might lead to a better estimate
of the expected value and hence a more informed
decision about whether to consume the product).

The One-at-a-Time Social Optimum.—In the
one-at-a-time game, the efficient production
schedule specifies a complete ordering of con-
sumers contingent on each possible sequence of
evaluations. For example, if the first consumer
likes the product, then it may be optimal for
player B to consume the product next, while if
the first consumer dislikes the product, it may
be optimal for player C to consume it next, or
perhaps for no one else to consume it.

Formally, an allocation can be represented in a
binary evaluation tree, as shown in Figure 3. Each
node represents an evaluation by a player (the root
of the tree represents the first evaluation), and each

branch emanating from that node represents a
possible outcome of that evaluation. A path ter-
minates when no one else is to consume the prod-
uct. Each player consumes the product at most
once, so no player can appear more than once
along a single path.12

The value to a player of any node in the tree
is the expected value of consuming the product,
given the updated value ofr at that node of tree.
The expected social value of an allocation is the
sum, over all nodes in the tree, of each node’s
value to the player it is assigned to, weighted by
the probability that it is reached. For a fixed
number of playersn, the number of possible
allocations is finite, implying that there is al-
ways an efficient allocation.

12 An evaluation tree simply specifies the nodes at which
evaluations will be made, while an allocation specifies both
a tree and which player will evaluate at each node.

FIGURE 3. EFFICIENT ALLOCATION: ONE-AT-A-TIME EXAMPLE
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C. Sample Calculations

Consider the three-person game defined by
the payoffs shown in Table 1. The initial prob-
ability that a product is good is2⁄3, and evalua-
tors correctly perceive the state of a product
with probabilitiesg 5 3⁄4 andb 5 3⁄4.

The efficient batch-mode allocation is intu-
itively clear: since player C benefits enormously
from any additional information, both A and B
should consume in the first round.

Figure 3 shows the efficient allocation in the
one-at-a-time game. Player A consumes the
product first. If that evaluation is Good, then
player C consumes the product next, while if it
is Bad, player B consumes it.

At each node,f represents the probability
of reaching that node, given the initial values
for g, b, andp. Here,p represents the prob-
ability that the product is actually good, con-
ditioned on the sequence of evaluations
leading to that node. Even though the initial
probability that a product is good is2⁄3, the
first consumer will perceive it to be Good
with probability onlyr 5 pg 1 (1 2 p)(1 2
b) 5 2⁄3* 3⁄4 1 1⁄3* 1⁄4 5 7⁄12. Hencef 5 7⁄12

at the node following an initial positive eval-
uation. Otherf values are calculated in like
manner;p is updated using Bayes’ theorem.

Intuitively, the prime consideration is to opti-
mize the outcome for player C, since her payoffs,
both positive and negative, are so large. While
player C would be willing to consume the product
immediately, it is better for her to await the results
of others’ evaluations. If the first evaluation is
positive, player C will want to consume the prod-
uct, no matter what the outcome of the second
evaluation. (After a positive and a negative eval-
uation, the product will still be good with proba-
bility 2⁄3.) Hence, if the first evaluation is Good,
player C should consume the product immedi-
ately. If, however, the first evaluation is Bad,
player C would be influenced by the outcome of

the second evaluation, so another player should
provide it. Overall, player C should consume the
product as soon as there is one positive evaluation,
but if both players A and B dislike the product,
then player C should not consume it. Interestingly,
although the sequences (Good, Bad) and (Bad,
Good) produce the same amount of information
about the product, they lead to a different total
number of players consuming the product. After
the sequence (Good, Bad), the remaining player,
player B, does not consume the product; after the
sequence (Bad, Good), the remaining player,
player C, does.

This example suggests that simple rules of
thumb are not sufficient to determine the effi-
cient ordering of evaluators. Some general rules
that do hold at the optimum, however, are:

1. Anyone who is certain to consume the product
should evaluate it at the outset of the game.

2. If player A’s payoff is always more favor-
able than player B’s (rA $ rB, sA $ sB and
at least one of these holds with a strict in-
equality), then A should consume before B.

3. If additional players are added to the game,
then there should be (weakly) more evalua-
tions in all circumstances.13

D. Discussion of the Games

To sum up, the batch-mode game well il-
lustrates the first two distinctive properties of
evaluations: their nature as public goods, and
the antagonism between current and future
production. The one-at-a-time game high-
lights the third property: future production is
contingent on early evaluations. The example
above shows the advantage that contingent
production offers. In the two-stage batch-
mode allocation, the number and order of
evaluators cannot depend on the content of
the first evaluation; rather, the social optimum
requires initial evaluations by both players A

13 Interestingly, the addition of a single player can in-
crease the number of evaluators by more than one on
average in the social optimum, even though all players are
identical. For example, say there is a single player who
barely prefers not to consume the product. With the addition
of a second player, it could be that player 2 should now
evaluate immediately and that player 1 should also buy the
product if player 2 likes it.

TABLE 1—PAYOFFS IN A THREE-PERSON GAME

Player A
payoffs

Player B
payoffs

Player C
payoffs

Good Bad Good Bad Good Bad

12 224 12 224 1000 21000
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and B. The one-at-a-time game allows a more
nuanced approach; the choice of the second
evaluator depends on the outcome of the first
evaluation.

III. Inducing the Efficient Allocation

Left to their own devices, individual deci-
sion makers usually do not generate the so-
cially efficient allocation. They may produce
too few evaluations because they ignore the
positive externality their evaluations provide
to others. The wrong players may provide
early evaluations if those who could benefit
most from the evaluations are also most will-
ing to provide them. Players may dissipate the
available social surplus that evaluations gen-
erate by trying to claim larger individual
shares, say by waiting for others to evaluate
first. But a central broker that knows the
distribution of intensities of participants’
preferences—that is, the pool ofr i and si
values— can calculate the efficient allocation
of evaluators in either the batch-mode or one-
at-a-time protocol. The broker can offer side
payments to induce players to choose actions
generating the social optimum. We assume
that the broker pursues efficiency, and seeks
no profit from his role.

A. Examples Yielding Inefficiencies

Before proceeding to more general results,
we present three instructive two-person
batch-mode games that illustrate three rea-
sons to shift away from the laissez-faire equi-
librium.14 To simplify the arithmetic in this
section, we assume that a single evaluation is
perfectly informative in identifying the state

of the product:g 5 1 andb 5 1. That is, if
one player perceives the product as Good, the
other player will too. In this situation,r 5 p,
and the expected payoff calculation from for-
mula (1) reduces to

(5) r ip 1 si~1 2 p!.

In all three games, it is equally likely that the
product is good or bad (p 5 0.5). Hence, the
utility of consuming the product in the first
round is 0.5(r i 1 si). After a first-round
evaluation by one player, the other player can
make a perfectly informed decision: consume
the product after a positive evaluation but not
after a negative one (assumingr i . 0 . si).
The expected payoff to playeri of waiting
while the other provides an evaluation is
0.5(r i 1 0).

The payoffs to each person vary in the three
games (see Table 2). For example, in game
(i), player A benefits by 10 units (rA 5 110)
if she consumes the product and likes it, but
loses 12 units (sA 5 212) if she consumes it
and dislikes it. These varied payoffs lead to
different classes of inefficiency.

Each player can choose from two initial
strategies: consume immediately (C) and wait
(W). We assume the payoffs are common
knowledge. Figure 4 shows the games in the
2 3 2 normal form after converting individual
outcomes to expected payoffs. The equilib-
rium in each game is denoted by E. An aster-
isk (*) denotes an efficient outcome.

In game (i), it would be optimal for
one person to consume immediately and the
other to wait. The consumer has an expected
loss of 1, sinceai 5 r ip 1 si(1 2 p) 5
0.5 (102 12) 5 21. The value to the waiter
of the information generated by that consum-
ing is bi(1) 5 0.5(10) 5 5. Unfortunately,
waiting is a strictly dominant strategy for both
players; no matter what player A does, player

14 For two-person games, the batch-mode and one-at-a-
time processes are nearly identical. The batch mode permits
both players to consume in the first round, but that is never
an optimal outcome.

TABLE 2—PAYOFFS FROM CONSUMING IN THREE GAMES

Game

Player A payoffs Player B payoffs

InefficiencyGood Bad Good Bad

(i) 10 212 10 212 underprovision
(ii) 10 212 40 220 wrong ordering
(iii) 12 210 12 210 wasteful surplus claiming
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B gains by not consuming the product ini-
tially, and vice versa. The Nash equilibrium is
(W, W), giving each a payoff of 0. Thus,
game (i) demonstrates the natural tendency to
underprovide information in equilibrium,
since neither player cares about the value his
or her information provides to the other
player.

In game (ii), player B’s stakes are higher than
player A’s: he can gain more if the product is
good but his cost of consuming a bad product is
also higher. Intuitively, it might seem socially
optimal for B to consume first, since his ex-
pected value of consuming is positive, while
that for A is negative. However, this reasoning
neglects B’s opportunity cost of not waiting for
better information. The social optimum is (C,
W). Player A consumes the product first and
then, if she finds it Good, recommends it to
player B. In effect, player A acts as the king’s
taster; if the taster does not get sick, it is safe for
the king to eat. Of course, if left to herself,
player A will refuse this role (an expected pay-
off of 21), preferring to wait (at least a 0
payoff). Player B realizes that player A will not
provide an evaluation and thus (W, C) is the
unique Nash equilibrium, assuming minimal al-
truism on the part of B induces him to evaluate
in the first round. The expected payoff is (5, 10).
In contrast, the expected payoff of (21, 20)
when player A consumes first yields a higher
total value. Game (ii) demonstrates that the un-
coordinated equilibrium may involve the opti-
mal quantity of evaluations but a nonoptimal
order of evaluators.

In game (iii), the players’ payoffs are identi-

cal and both would be willing to consume im-
mediately, if not for the opportunity to get more
information by waiting for the other’s evalua-
tion. At the social optimum, one consumes and
the other waits. Asymmetric allocations of this
sort are difficult to coordinate on a voluntary
basis. Without any coordinating mechanism, the
players are likely to engage in a costly game of
waiting, not unlike a war of attrition, hoping to
be the last to decide.

With a common discount factor,d, for the
two players, there is some impetus to consume
immediately in game (iii). Then, the unique
symmetric equilibrium calls for mixed strate-
gies, with each player consuming immediately
with probability (12 d)/5d, yielding expected
payoffs of 1 each. The discount factor induces
the players to sometimes consume in the first
round, but the surplus gained is exactly offset
by the losses from discounting when both play-
ers wait until the second round. For anyd,
attempts to claim the surplus dissipate all of the
potential value from acquiring information.

B. Connections to Statistical Herding

Underprovision of evaluations is similar to
but offers an interesting contrast with the
phenomenon of statistical herding that arises
in models of sequential decision-making such
as those by Sushil Bikhchandani et al. (1989)
(hereafter, BHW) and Banerjee (1992). In
these herding models, players make decisions
in a predetermined order about whether to
take some action, such as entering a restau-
rant. Each person holds distinct information

FIGURE 4. EXPECTED PAYOFFS FOR THEGAMES IN NORMAL FORM
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relevant to the decisions of the others. When-
ever anyone makes a decision, her choice
(and hence imputed private information) be-
comes public knowledge (the restaurant has a
large window), but the actual payoff is not
revealed. Strikingly, the group converges on a
single decision in finite time because, even-
tually, the accumulated public information
dominates the private information held by any
individual. Everyone who decides after this
point follows the public consensus, and hence
reveals no private information. Since in the
end much private information is not revealed,
the consensus may be wrong.

Premature consensus can arise in either infor-
mation dissemination (herding) or information
acquisition (the market for evaluations), but
such errors in the market for evaluations can
occur only in negative decisions. Herding can
occur after either positive or negative conclu-
sions, because once players reach a premature
consensus in either direction no further infor-
mation is disseminated. By contrast, the ineffi-
ciency in evaluation acquisition is asymmetric.
Good products can easily get buried beneath
negative initial reviews (as any talented but
unsuccessful playwright will tell you). If the
product is bad, however, that information will
come out in the long run, despite positive early
evaluations.

C. Payment Schemes

Transfer payments among the players could
achieve full efficiency in the evaluation acqui-
sition game, overcoming the problems of under-
provision, wrong ordering, and wasteful surplus
claiming. Absent transaction costs, private bar-
gaining will lead to efficient allocations of re-
sources despite private information and
externalities, as the Coase theorem (Ronald
Coase, 1960) tells us. In game (i), for instance,
player A could pay player B any amount be-
tween 1 and 5 to evaluate the product, thereby
restoring social efficiency.

Since transactions costs grow with the
number of players, however, an agreement on
dividing the surplus may be elusive. One so-
lution is for the players to rely on a central
broker to coordinate the production of evalu-
ations and distribution of the surplus. The
broker offers subsidies to initial evaluators to

ensure an efficient outcome. In game (i), for
example, the broker could offer 6 units to the
initial evaluator, so that each player gains 5
units in expectation. (In the next section we
consider how the broker might demand con-
tributions from the players to cover the sub-
sidies, but for now we assume some outside
source of funds.)

When the players (or their agents) have full
knowledge of each other’s preferences, it may
suffice for the broker to announce merely an
equilibrium price subsidy. For instance, a sub-
sidy of 7 in game (ii) redresses the imbalance in
incentives so that A prefers to evaluate the
product rather than to wait. Player B waits,
secure in the knowledge that A will evaluate the
product first. Even with a large number of play-
ers who know each other’s preferences, the an-
nouncement of equilibrium prices can achieve
the social optimum if each player employs
backwards induction to determine the likely ac-
tions of others.

However, if preferences are not known or
players cannot be relied upon to solve a com-
plicated backwards induction problem, an-
nouncing only equilibrium prices is insufficient.
For example, in game (ii), each player’s deci-
sion depends on the expected action of the
other. Player A will refuse a subsidy of 3 if she
thinks player B would be willing to accept it.
But if she thinks player B would refuse the
subsidy of 3, A will take it. Information beyond
prices must be announced.

One possibility would be to both announce a
subsidy and assign actions to players. For ex-
ample, a subsidy of 3 together with the assign-
ment of player A to consume first will be
sufficient: A knows that B will wait, so A pre-
fers to consume (21 1 subsidy5 2) rather than
wait (0). Given the subsidy, the announced as-
signment is a Nash equilibrium. This scheme
suffers two disadvantages. First, it requires the
broker to know each individual’s intensities, not
merely the pool of all players’ intensities. Sec-
ond, it puts the broker in the authoritarian role
of assigning actions rather than merely offering
subsidies to any player willing to perform the
actions.

Fortunately, the broker can merely announce
a price and an equilibrium production schedule,
but let players choose their own positions. For
example, in game (ii) the broker can announce a
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subsidy of 7 for the first round and tell each
player that the price has been chosen so that if
she does not accept it, the other one is sure to do
so. Player A now chooses between consuming
(21 1 subsidy5 6) or waiting while B con-
sumes (5); hence A prefers consuming. Player B
chooses between consuming (101 subsidy5
17) or waiting while A consumes (20); hence B
prefers waiting.

More generally, in the multiplayer batch-
mode game, the broker will announce a price
and a quantityn. In order to calculate rational
actions for themselves, players need not know
each other’s intensity values. Each player
knows only that in equilibrium exactlyn players
are sure to accept the subsidy to consume in the
first round, and decides whether to be one of
them. Similarly, in the one-at-a-time game, the
broker will announce subsidies for roles that
players can take in an evaluation tree. A role
consists of a combination of nodes, no more
than one on each path. A player who accepts the
subsidy for a role commits to provide an eval-
uation at each node that is part of that role,
should the sequence of evaluations leading to
that node actually occur.

D. Desirable Traits for a Pricing Scheme

In addition to ensuring efficient allocation,
there are a number of additional properties that
might be desirable in a pricing scheme. We
consider three. First, players providing (or con-
suming) the same service should receive (or
pay) the same price; we call thissame-action
same-price,or SASP. SASP is required given
our assumption that the broker knows the dis-
tribution of types, but cannot identify a player’s
type. In the batch mode, SASP requires that
every player be offered the same subsidy for
making a first-round evaluation, and thus pre-
cludes price discrimination. In the one-at-a-time
context, SASP requires that for each role, every
player is offered the same price.15 Second, the

amount collected from all players should equal
the amount paid out in subsidies; this is called
budget balance.The third property isvoluntary
participation:a player, knowing his preferences
and the announced charges and subsidies, will
have a positive expected value from participat-
ing in the game.

Unfortunately, no efficient payment mecha-
nism can simultaneously satisfy all three de-
siderata. It is possible, however, to satisfy any
pair (see Table 3).

Our first general result is a negative one, show-
ing that all three goals can not be achieved in
either the batch-mode or one-at-a-time game. In-
tuitively, to satisfy budget balance and voluntary
participation, it may be necessary to charge ben-
eficiaries of evaluations the full value that they
gain, but this charge may differ from consumer to
consumer, and hence SASP cannot be satisfied.

PROPOSITION 1:In the efficient provision of
evaluations, SASP, budget balance, and volun-
tary participation can not in general be satisfied
simultaneously.

PROOF:
We proceed by counterexample. Suppose

that, in a batch-mode game with three players,
the social optimum is for player A to consume
in round 1 at a cost of 7 (expected payoff27)
in order to provide benefits of 5 and 3 to players
B and C respectively, who will consume in
round 2 should A find the product Good. Player

15 SASP is related to a requirement of anonymity, which
is a common objective in studies of mechanisms to opti-
mally provide public goods (Jerry Green and Jean-Jacques
Laffont, 1979). An anonymous provision mechanism per-
mits price discrimination based on preferences, but not
based on identity; if two consumers interchange their pref-
erences, their payments are interchanged as well. SASP is a

stronger requirement, because it requires that consumers
with different preferences who consider the same action be
offered the same price. In essence, SASP is a version of a
no-envy condition far removed from its usual fair division
context (Varian, 1974; Jacob Glazer and Ching-to Albert
Ma, 1989).

TABLE 3—POSSIBLE TRAITS FOR AN EFFICIENT

PRICING SCHEME

Desiderata Is efficiency possible?

Budget balance1 SASP1
voluntary participation no (Proposition 1)

SASP1 voluntary
participation yes (Propositions 2 and 3)

Budget balance1 SASP yes (Proposition 4)
Budget balance1

voluntary participation yes (Proposition 5)
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A must be paid at least 7, but C will not partic-
ipate at a cost greater than 3. If, following
SASP, B pays the same as C, the total revenue
is at most 6, which violates budget balance.

The counterexample for the one-at-a-time game
employs the following parameter values:p 5 0.5;
g 5 b 5 0.9; rD 5 sD 5 265; rE 5 1225,sE 5
2813 8⁄9; rF 5 325,sF 5 2913 8⁄9.16 The social
optimum has D consume, then E if and only if the
evaluation is Good, then F if and only if both
evaluations are Good. It costs D 65 to evaluate the
product. Table 4 lists the expected payoffs to
players E and F at the second and third nodes in
the tree; the first payoff is computed at the start of
the tree and the second payoff, in brackets, is
conditional on reaching the given node. In the
social optimum, the expected payoffs are265 for
D, 60 for E, and 41 for F.

F will pay an up-front charge of at most 41 for
the right to consume at node 3 (equivalent to an
actual charge of 100 conditional on the first two
evaluations being positive). For E to prefer node 2
rather than F’s role, the up-front charge for node 2
must be at least 22 less. Therefore, it can be at
most 19. Total revenue, then, is at most 605
411 19. It is impossible to satisfy budget balance,
since D requires 65 to consume at the root node.

Efficient Allocation with an Unbalanced Bud-
get.—We first demonstrate the broker’s ability to
produce an efficient allocation while maintaining
voluntary participation and SASP. In the batch-
mode game, the broker seeks to maximize the
expected net benefits from the initial evaluations.
If the optimum calls forn* evaluations, the broker
wishes to arrange for then* people who would
benefit the least from these evaluations to provide

them. The broker can achieve that by announcing
the pricex(n*11)(n*) as the subsidy to first-round
evaluators. This price is calculated as the subsidy
required to make then* 1 1st player indifferent
between evaluating the product immediately and
waiting to receive then* evaluations.

PROPOSITION 2:In the two-stage batch-mode
game, if the broker offers the pricep* 5
x(n*11)(n*) to all players who evaluate in the first
round, the efficient allocation is a Nash equilib-
rium.

PROOF:
See the Appendix.

By announcing the pricep*, the broker im-
plements the natural outcome of ann* 1 1st
price auction—the generalization of a Vickrey
second-price auction—without actually con-
ducting the auction. A Vickrey auction is a
special case of a Groves-Clarke payment mech-
anism (William Vickrey, 1961; Edward H.
Clarke, 1971; Theodore Groves, 1973). Fre-
quently, such a mechanism is the only way to
achieve the first-best outcome in dominant strat-
egies (Green and Laffont, 1977).17 In our anal-
ysis, since the broker knows the pool of (r i, si)
values, it can identify the optimal quantityn*
without asking the players to report their inten-
sity values. By announcing the market-clearing
price, the broker elicits just enough information
to identify the set of players who should eval-
uate immediately. In contrast, an auction would
also reveal the value of then* evaluations to
each player. Another advantage of announcing

16 The fractionals values were chosen to produce inte-
gers for expected values.

17 Much recent literature in mechanism design forgoes
dominant strategies and implements desirable outcomes us-
ing Bayesian assumptions (Drew Fudenberg and Jean Ti-
role, 1991 pp. 270–84).

TABLE 4—PAYOFFS FORONE-AT-A-TIME COUNTEREXAMPLE IN PROPOSITION1

Node
Pr(reaching

node)
Player E
payoff

Player F
payoff

2nd: after Good 0.5 60 [120]* 10 [20]*
3rd: after Good, Good 0.41 82 [200]* 41 [100]*

* The first value in each cell is the expected value taken at the root of the tree, before anyone
evaluates the product. The second value [in brackets] is the expectation conditional on
reaching and having that player consume at the node.
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the market-clearing price is that it can not be
inflated by collusive behavior, as the price could
be in a full Groves-Clarke mechanism.

Our market—in effect an auction—is unusual
because it incorporates opportunity costs, which
depend on the number of other players who will
accept the first-round subsidy. Hence, the bro-
ker announces the quantityn* in addition to the
price p*. The announcement is helpful even
though the equilibrium is unique. Without an
announced quantity, players may have trouble
identifying the equilibrium (and efficient) allo-
cation. Suppose, for instance, that a single eval-
uation is worth 6 to player A and two
evaluations are worth 9 to her. If the broker
announces only the price 7, A cannot tell
whether the equilibrium has her as the only
first-round evaluator or whether the equilibrium
has her wait while two other players provide
first-round evaluations. With the announcement
of a quantity as well as a price, players can
easily choose actions that lead to the equilib-
rium allocation.

In the one-at-a-time game, the optimal quan-
tity is contingent on the outcome of early eval-
uations. The broker announces an evaluation
tree and a vector giving the subsidy for each of
m different roles. The broker chooses the set of
available roles to correspond to the roles as-
signed to the players in the social optimum. The
broker assures everyone that the subsidies will
induce a general equilibrium outcome in which
exactly one player will accept the subsidy for
each role, and the available roles combine to
cover all the nodes of the three that call for an
evaluation. This gives players sufficient infor-
mation about others’ actions to make rational
choices. Each player acts in response to the
price vector by choosing one role and commit-
ting to that role.

PROPOSITION 3:In the one-at-a-time game,
there is a vector of subsidies on roles that
induces each player to evaluate at exactly the
nodes called for in some efficient allocation.

PROOF:
See the Appendix.

This vector of subsidies achieves the optimal
outcome through general equilibrium pricing,
where each role (set of nodes) in the evaluation

tree represents a different good available to
consumers.18

Efficient Allocation with Up-front Subscription
Fees and ex ante Voluntary Participation.—A
broker can structure its charges and payments so
that players pay an up-front subscription charge. If
the players do not know their intensities at the
time they must subscribe, but the broker knows
the pool of intensity values, we demonstrate that
the broker can induce an efficient allocation while
maintaining SASP and paying out the exact
amount of the subscription fees, thus balancing the
budget. Since the expected social value of the
game is always nonnegative, and players do not
know their intensity values initially, each expects
an equal share of the social value. If the budget
will balance, then each player is willing to pay the
up-front subscription fee. We call thisex ante
voluntary participation. We do not have full vol-
untary participation because, if players were al-
lowed to find out their intensities before paying
the subscription fee, some might refuse to do so.

In the batch mode, each player is charged an
equal share of the subsidies to be doled out. The
analogous approach to the one-at-a-time game
will not work, because the total subsidy may
depend on the evaluations received. It is possi-
ble, however, to adjust the subsidies to maintain
incentive compatibility and to assure that the
sum is the same on every branch of the tree.
This allows the broker to charge a fixed sub-
scription fee up front.

PROPOSITION 4:In both the two-stage batch-
mode game, and the one-at-a-time game, with
up-front subscription fees and subsequent subsi-
dies, the broker can induce the efficient allocation
while satisfying budget balance and SASP.

PROOF:
Available from authors.

Efficient Allocation with Price Discrimina-
tion.—Relaxing the SASP requirement is only
helpful if the broker can identify the players’

18 Paul Samuelson (1954, 1955) developed the connec-
tion between optimal public goods provision and general
equilibrium pricing. Gerard Debreu (1962) provides more
general efficiency results for general equilibrium subject to
restricted consumption sets for consumers.
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types. Then the broker can balance the budget
by demanding higher payments from the play-
ers who benefit more; in effect, the broker
price discriminates. It also permits the broker
to levy exorbitant charges (effectively reduc-
tions in price) for actions that deviate from
the social optimum. Unlike our previous
mechanisms, this requires the broker to know
which players have which intensity values,
not merely the distribution within the pool of
values.19

PROPOSITION 5:In either the batch-mode or
the one-at-a-time game, efficient allocation can
be achieved while satisfying the budget-balance
and voluntary participation constraints if the
broker knows the players’ types.

PROOF:
Available from authors.

E. Expanded Model—Players Differ in Taste
and Evaluation Skills

The base model assumes that the players
differ only in intensities of preference. We
now expand and generalize the model to al-
low the players to differ from each other in
three more substantive ways. First, the play-
ers may differ in their evaluation expertise;
some are more informative than others. Sec-
ond, the informativeness of each evaluator
may vary for different recipients; thus, sub-
urbanites and yuppies may each inform their
own class about automobiles, just as econo-
mists are more helpful in recommending bul-
letin board messages to economists, and
computer scientists to other computer scien-
tists. These two features make the evaluators
differentially informative. Third, tastes may
be correlated. For example, the evaluations of
employees of a firm regarding a product used

in the firm’s production process may be
highly correlated. A second evaluation by an
employee of that firm is likely to agree with
the first evaluation and is thus less valuable
than an independent evaluation of equal
expertise.

Formally, we assume that there areT classes
of people and that the classification of each
individual is known by the broker. The infor-
mation about a product is now aT-tuple (r1,
r2,... rT), where entryrt represents the proba-
bility that a person in classt will like the prod-
uct. An evaluation from a player in one class
may provide information to players in other
classes, an update to the entireT-tuple (r1,
r2,... rT). The informativeness of each evalua-
tor in a class is always the same, meaning that a
particular evaluation from any player in a class
generates the same update.20 Evaluators in dif-
ferent classes may have different functions.
Moreover, individuals in each class may have
correlated evaluations, meaning that one evalu-
ation from an evaluator in that class may cause
a large update in the assessment of (r1,
r2,... rT), but that additional evaluations from
players in that class would offer smaller incre-
mental impacts. Individuals in the same class
may vary in intensities of preference, as indi-
cated by theirr i and si values. The broker
knows the actual distribution of (r i, si) values
within each class of people, but not necessarily
who possesses which values.

Once individuals differ in more than their
intensities, however, we can no longer induce
players to choose behavior consistent with the
efficient allocation through the simple SASP-
supporting mechanisms developed earlier.

PROPOSITION 6:It is not always possible to
achieve efficient allocation and SASP when
individuals fall into more than one class in
terms of expertise, informativeness for differ-
ent recipients, or correlation with each oth-
er’s evaluations.

19 If individuals know the pool of values, the fanciful
world of mechanism design offers a “shoot-them-all” pro-
cedure to elicit individuals’ honest reports of their intensity
values (r i, si). The broker requests individual reports and
threatens to call off the entire evaluation game if the set of
reports does not match the known pool. Since everyone
prefers that the game go on, honest reporting, a focal point,
will be the natural equilibrium.

20 In Section II, we illustrated the updating process for a
model with only one class of evaluators and two product
states (good and bad). There, the updating ofr required a
straightforward application of Bayes’ rule. Here, to account
for taste and expertise differences, we would need more
than two product states and a more complicated application
of Bayes’ rule.
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PROOF:
Suppose it were possible to attain efficient

allocation and SASP. The following two coun-
terexamples yield contradictions.

Expertise.—Suppose that individuals fall
into one of two homogeneous classes, either
“senior” or “junior”: the senior players have
more intense preferences (i.e., larger in abso-
lute value whether positive or negative) and
are more informative. Assume that it is opti-
mal to acquire a single first-round evaluation
by a senior player, which is very informative,
and none by junior players. Given higher
preference intensities, it will be more expen-
sive to get a senior player to evaluate. Any
subsidy that lures a senior will lure every
junior. Hence, there is no price-
supported Nash equilibrium that induces the
efficient production of evaluations.

Informativeness for Recipients or Correla-
tion.—Suppose that there are two classes of
people, A and B, differentiated either by infor-
mativeness (each is perfectly informative for
her class, but of no relevance to the other class)
or by correlation (the first evaluation from either
class is equally informative to both types, but
evaluations within a class are perfectly correlated).
Assume that members of A have substantially
lower intensities of preference and hence lower
net costs of evaluating. The optimum for either
situation is to induce one A and one B to consume.
But for either situation the price of getting a B to
consume may be well above the price for the
second A; hence the optimum is not attainable
without separate prices for A’s and B’s.

Fortunately, if we are permitted to pay dif-
ferent prices to individuals in different classes,
our earlier results on achieving efficiency along-
side other requirements can still be attained. We
call this condition “type-SASP.” It requires that
players within a given class receive (or pay) the
same price for providing (or consuming) the
same service. All of our earlier results, both
negative and positive, generalize to meet the
three heterogeneity conditions of our expanded
model if we replace SASP with type-SASP,
assuming that the broker can identify each play-
er’s type.

Proposition 2 generalizes naturally to yield

efficient allocations with voluntary participa-
tion and type-SASP. Formally, we now
represent an allocation of evaluators in the
two-stage batch mode as a vector (n1, n2, ...,
nT), wherent indicates the number of evalu-
ators from classt in the first stage. We define
xi(n1, n2, ..., nT) as the net value to playeri
of waiting until the second round rather than
consuming immediately, given that (n1,
n2, ..., nT) will be produced in the first round.
Since the number of possible allocations is
finite, the broker can clearly calculate an ef-
ficient one, (n*1, n*2, ..., n*T). The broker helps
to coordinate the actions of individuals by
announcing the efficient allocation as well as
the price, thereby facilitating the players’ de-
cisions of whether to evaluate.

PROPOSITION 7:In the two-stage batch-mode
game, if the broker offers the pricep*t 5
x(n*

t11)(n*1, n*2,...n*T) for first-round evaluations by
individuals in class t[ (1, 2, ..., T), then the
efficient allocation is a Nash equilibrium.

PROOF SKETCH:
The proof follows, on a class-by-class basis,

the exact logic used in the proof of Proposition
2. Given the fixed set of evaluations in the first
period from other classes of individuals, the
individuals in classt will self-select themselves
to produce n*t evaluations, from those who
would benefit least from waiting.

In the one-at-a-time game, it is also neces-
sary to offer a separate set of prices for each
class of individuals to achieve type-SASP and
voluntary participation. The broker calculates
the social optimum and then induces the in-
dividuals in a given class to allocate them-
selves efficiently. As in the base model, the
broker announces an evaluation tree to every-
one but here the broker offers a restricted set
of options and subsidies to each class of in-
dividuals: the broker only offers individuals
in classt an option to perform a role in the
tree if the social optimum assigns an individ-
ual from that class to that role.21

21 This yields an equivalent outcome to a pricing scheme
that includes a large penalty for choosing a role not in the
restricted set of options.
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PROPOSITION 8:For the efficient allocation
in the one-at-a-time game with multiple classes
of individuals, there is a vector of subsidies that
induces each player to evaluate at precisely the
nodes called for in that allocation. That vector
of subsidies consists of a set of T subsidies for
each role, one for each class of players.

PROOF SKETCH:
See the Appendix.

Propositions 7 and 8 show that, in either the
batch-mode or one-at-a-time game, the broker
can use pricing schemes to induce the social
optimum while satisfying type-SASP and vol-
untary participation. It is then possible to
transform those pricing schemes into alternate
pricing schemes that achieveex antevolun-
tary participation, type-SASP, and budget
balance while inducing the social optimum,
just as in the case of a single player type.22 In
the batch-mode game, the broker imposes a
fixed subscription fee ofn*tp*t/(# of people in
classt) to each person in classt. The method
of determining optimal fees in the one-at-a-
time game is similar, but requires additional
care to assure that the subscription fees col-
lected from each type of player are paid out in
full to players of that type on every path
through the contingency tree.

The model with multiple classes of players
makes computation of efficient allocations more
complex, because an evaluation from a player in
one class provides different information to dif-
ferent classes. Multiple classes of players, how-
ever, pose no fundamental problems in inducing
optimal behavior through prices. Since we do
not aim to avoid envy between groups, the
prices need only induce optimal player choices
within each class, thereby reducing the
multiple-class pricing problem to pricing for a
single class.

IV. Conclusion

Personal experience with products is enor-
mously powerful in informing consumers’ de-

cisions. Personal recommendation networks
and consumer publications help consumers
learn from the experience of others. The ex-
plosive growth of the information superhigh-
way, combined with the enormous data
handling and computational capabilities of
computers, has dramatically enhanced the
ability of consumers to benefit from the expe-
rience of others. We study the potential of a
market for evaluations—a mechanism for elic-
iting, sharing, and paying for information—to
facilitate such learning. A computer-based and
network-linked market for evaluations can pro-
vide timely guidance to consumers who act on a
voluntary basis.

Although computers offer an inexpensive
way to distribute evaluations of products, two
difficulties remain. The first is the classic prob-
lem of underprovision found with many public
goods. Products may be expensive to purchase,
evaluate, or both. If evaluations are distributed
freely, those who can benefit from them may try
to free ride on other consumers’ willingness to
pay. Insufficient money is collected to subsidize
the early evaluators.

The second difficulty is more subtle, and more
apparent with products whose evaluation costs are
lower, such as journal articles. A vast amount of
evaluative information is already held by individ-
uals, but it almost always remains privately held.
If such evaluations are instead distributed to guide
consumers, the benefits of waiting before consum-
ing soar. Those who now consume early may
choose to wait once evaluation-sharing technol-
ogy is widely available.

A market for evaluations may stumble over
either of these difficulties. We have shown,
however, that carefully designed mechanisms
can satisfy any pair of three desirable proper-
ties: voluntary participation, budget balance,
and an equal treatment condition labeled type-
SASP. Type-SASP requires that all individuals
of a type are permitted to choose among the
Same Actions at the Same Price.

Any such mechanisms to efficiently share
evaluations would capitalize on the computa-
tional power of computers, and the virtually
costless communication among them. A soft-
ware agent, which can meet extreme computa-
tional demands, is an important representative
of each person in the marketplace. Human effort
is required only to purchase and evaluate

22 Note that the broker can achieve voluntary participa-
tion and budget balance, just as in Proposition 4, regardless
of whether all individuals fall into one class or multiple
classes.
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products, not to coordinate the production and
exchange of evaluations. In the not-too-distant
future, people will consult personalized score-
boards that highlight possible items to purchase
or peruse. Moreover, a market for evaluations
will allow many people to be part-time profes-
sional critics, charging for informative early
evaluations on some products, while paying for
evaluations of others. Such a market creates
value by arranging the optimal quantity and
order of evaluators.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2:
Consider a playeri who is assigned to the

waiting group in the efficient allocation, for
a payoff bi(n*). He has one of the largest
xi(n*), so bi(n*) 5 ai 1 xi(n*) $ ai 1
x(n* 11)(n*) 5 ai 1 p*. Hence, playeri would
rather not switch to consuming right away be-
cause the subsidy is less than the value of con-
sumingn* evaluations.

Now consider a playerj who is assigned to
consume. By waiting instead,j can getbj(n* 2
1), since there will still ben* 2 1 other con-
sumers. Butbj(n* 2 1) # bj(n*) 5 aj 1
xj(n*) # aj 1 x(n* 11)(n*) 5 aj 1 p*. The
first inequality holds because it is preferable to
have more information. The second holds be-
causej was assigned to the consuming group,
revealing that she must have one of the smallest
xi(n*) values. The subsidy exceeds playerj ’s
net benefit of waiting, so she would prefer not to
wait.

Hence, the efficient allocation is a Nash
equilibrium. Note that voluntary participation
is satisfied since players always have the op-
tion of waiting with nonnegative value.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3:
We adapt the technique that Tjalling C.

Koopmans and Martin Beckmann (1957) em-
ployed to find the optimal allocation ofm
people tom separate positions; in operations
research, this is known as the “Assignment
Problem.” First the broker computes an opti-
mal allocation tree and assignment of players
to nodes of the tree. Each player’s assignment
to a combination of nodes defines one of

the m roles for which the broker will offer
prices.23

For each rolej and playeri , definexij 5 1 if
player i is assigned to rolej , and xij 5 0
otherwise. Defineuij to be playeri ’s expected
utility from committing to evaluate at the nodes
comprising rolej (and otherwise waiting until
the end of the evaluation tree to decide whether
to consume the product).

The optimality condition means that no other
tree yields a higher sum of expected payoffs to
the players. It also means that no other assign-
ment of players to roles that cover the chosen
allocation tree yields a higher sum of expected
payoffs. Thus, the chosen assignment of players
solves the maximization problem

max O
i51

m O
j51

m

uijxij , subject to the constraints:

1. @i ¥j xij 5 1. (Each player is required to
select exactly one role.)

2. @j , ¥i xij 5 1. (Each role is allocated to
exactly one player.)

To match the standard linear programming
format, however, we consider a related linear
programming problem. Allowx9ij [ [0, 1]
rather than requiring discrete values 0 and 1.
DefineK 5 2mini , j uij 1 1 andu9ij 5 uij 1
K so that all of the utility values are positive.
In addition, relax all of the equality con-
straints to be inequalities. The related prob-
lem, then, is

max O
i51

m O
j51

m

u9ij x9ij , subject to the constraints:

23 It is an open question whether the linear programming
techniques used in this proof can be extended to the case
where players are offered a choice of all possible combina-
tions of nodes in the tree, restricted only to choosing no
more than one position on each path through the tree.
Unfortunately, the linear programming formulation for ar-
bitrary choices of nodes in a binary allocation tree, rather
than predefined roles, admits the possibility of mixed-strat-
egy solutions that have greater value than any pure assign-
ment of players to roles. In such cases, the optimal mixed
allocations can not be realized through any actual evaluation
process, and no set of prices on nodes can cause the market
to clear with a pure assignment of each node to exactly one
player.
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3. @i ¥j x9ij # 1. (Each player can select no
more than one role.)

4. @j , ¥i x9ij # 1. (Each role is allocated at
most once.)

Given that every player’s payoff for every
role is now positive, constraint 3 must be bind-
ing. Given that constraint 3 is binding, the total
x9ij weight ism, and hence constraint 4 must be
binding for every role. The solution to the dual
problem gives shadow prices for each constraint
in the primal problem. The set of shadow prices
for constraint 4 is a set of pricesp9j for nodesj
that induces players to choose optimal alloca-
tion valuesx9ij as a decentralized pricing equi-
librium. Note that there may be a range of
solutions to the dual problem. Within this range,
each set of prices achieves the desired property
of inducing an optimal allocation as a pricing
equilibrium.24

Birkhoff and von Neumann showed that
every mixed-allocation assignment is the con-
vex combination of pure-allocation assign-
ments (this result is presented as Theorem 8.6
in AlexanderSchrijver, 1986). Thus, if a mixed-
allocation assignment is an optimal solution to the
primal problem, then each of its component pure
allocations is also an optimal solution to that prob-
lem.25 Any set of prices that induces the mixed
allocation as an equilibrium would also induce
any of the component pure allocations as an equi-
librium (since the players must be indifferent be-
tween all options chosen with positive probability
in a mixed-allocation equilibrium).

Without loss of generality, then, we assume
the players choose an optimal allocation with
x9ij values restricted to 0 and 1. We convert

the shadow pricesp9j into subsidiessj 5
2p9j 1 K that are large enough to sustain
voluntary participation with the unadjusted
utilities uij . These subsidies still induce the
same allocation as an equilibrium, because
the relative values of the roles are unchanged
by adding the constant subsidyK. The allo-
cation induced must also be optimal for the
original maximization problem, since in any
allocation each player will receive exactlyK
more in the second maximization problem
than in the first, leaving the relative values of
complete allocations unchanged.

PROOF SKETCH OF PROPOSITION 8:
This proof follows the same logic as that for

Proposition 3. The broker solves a separate lin-
ear programming problem for each class of
players (only nodes designated for that player’s
type are available). As in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3, the broker can produce a set of subsidies
for each class that induces the assignment of
individuals in that class to their appropriate
nodes in the full evaluation tree. The combina-
tion of choices of all classes of individuals
produces the social optimum.
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